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PE~FOR~1ANCE OF THE C.P.F.S.K.-0,5 SIGrlALHlG IN ADAPTABLE 

FADING r10DELS 
J.A.Delgado Penín 

Escuela Técnica Superior de Ingenieros de Telecomunicación.Box.2549 
Barcelona.Spain 

1. surnmar:z;: 

The error rate of a continuous phase binary F.S.K. system with 
deviation ratio 0.5 operating over a channel with very slow nonse
lective Íading and additive Gaussian noise is evaluated.Are made 
comparisons with binary F.S.K. for optimum diversity. The results 
can be used to predict the performance of line-of-sight microwave 
channels below 10 Ghz. 

:.rntroduction 

In the last years binary c.p.F.S.K. modulation with deviation 
ratio 0.5 and coherent demodulation has been taken into considera
tion, and sometimes utilized for radio relay systems for digital 
signals. 

The transmission over radio channels with multiple changing pro
pagation paths is typically subject to random time variation, or 
fading, OÍ the received signal streng~h. When digital information 
is to be transmitted over such a channel, the fading produces ran
dom variation of probabilities of error associated with the detec
tion OÍ individual signaling elements. 

In a fading environment, digital transmission performance is u
sually characterized by the average probability of bit error(error 
rate). Since typical fading rates vary from 0.1 to 1 fades per se
cond, and deep fades ocurring in line-of-sight microwave links ope
rating below 10 Ghz. are caused mainly by multipath propagation, a 
well-founded mathematical model for faded signal, applicable to 
many radio transmission paths, is the exponential model [~. 

This paper presents in the following a prediction on bit error 
probability for c.p.F.S.K.-0.5 systems operating in conditions of 
nonselective and slow fading. 

3.Preliminary discussion of C.P.F.S.K.-0.5 

Continuous Phase binary Frequency-Shift-Keying(CPFSK) is a form 
of F.S.K. signaling in which the phase of the waveform is continu
ous at the transition points of the signaling intervals~ and there
fore, continuous from bit to bit. In any signaling interval, the 
transmitted tone can be one of two frequencies referred to as the 
f 1 and f? tones. Further, each f 1 or f 2 tone can occur with positi
ve or negative polarity as a consequence of the binary modulating 
sequence and the algorithm for constructing the sequence. Because 
of the phase continuity constraint, the initial phase of t~e sinu
soid corresponding to a particular bit de?ends on previous data 
bits.This dependency of the transmitted c.p.F.S.K. signal on data 
history through phasecontinuity can be exploited for performance 
gains. 
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Recently there has been consid~rable interest in the CPFSK 
with deviation ratio 0.5, because this modulation type exhibits 
a good trade-off performance for digital transmission over a addi
tive white Gaussian noise channel, and it is a modulation scheme 
with reduced envelope variation, which is important operating in 
a fading medium. Moreover, it has lower spectral sidelobes than 
conventional 4-phase coherent phase-shift-keying. 

The transmitted CPFSK-0.5 signal is characterized during the 
"i th" bit time by [i1 k · . 

SK t~) :: ,;S;S . tV05 [ t.Vc..t +;te (-ii). t + 9.(_ J i T ~ t~ ( t+1..) IJ! K-: .a., 2 

where W,is the carrier radian frequency in rad/sec., 9.{ is the ca
rrier pha~e at the beginning of the ''i th" interval and T is the 
bit period. 

In the case of additive white Gaussian noise channel and 
with maximum likelihood cohe:tent demodulation, the property that 
the resulting signal is continuous phase allows that optimum deci
sions to be made on 2T-second intervals. 

A union bound on the average bit error rate, evaluated as in 
[2] 1 is given by 

i :l. :i 

(i) 1? l> (Y) = ~ L 2: Í: E ~te /Y ( ~- ~k m n) j j ~ 
l=O k:O 1'\.;0 

where Y is the signal-to-noise ratio of the ideal filter output at 
the sampling instant, which is g i·,en by . 

y~~ 
"R.No 

with Sthe mean squared value of the signal envelope, a.t the sam
pling instant, and 1t the bit rate. N0 is the one-sided noise spec
tral den si ty. The corre la tion coeff ic i.ents e can only take on two 
values O or -1. l~Mn 

4.Adaptable fading models and error rates 

In the following analyses we postulate that the Rayleigh fa
ding is nonselective, i.e.,the magnitude of the fading is flat 
over the signal spectrum bandwith, and slow or time flat,i.e., the 
fading is constant over the bit length. Also, the intersymbol in
terference and crosstalk due to filtering in the receiver are assu
med to be negligible, and bit synchronization has be·?n achieved 
during transmission. We are primarily concerned with the evaluation 
of the error probability; in fact, the principal new results of 
this paper are (4) and (6). 

4.1 Rayleigh fading model for reliable transmission 

In the presence of Rayleigh fading the ''instantaneous" value 
of the signal envelope will have a Rayleigh probability density 

--funE:-t,fGn-.Thu-~ r--t.he-.i. ..... '1.stanta.neou.s .. signal-to-noise power ratio a t a 
sameling instant wili ha~e a pr6bability density function given 
by (? 1 p. 34~ 

(Z) p(Y) = ~o Exf (-~o). o(Y < QO 
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where Yo is the average signal-to-noise power ratio and is obtained 
by averaging over the Rayleigh fading. 

When the synchronization between transmitter and receiver is 
deleted, the digital transmission is not reliable, and therefore 
is not considered. · 

In order to obtain the average error rate, it is only nece
ssary to average P5 (Y)over _ the .;L~"t:~:rY.?L( Y~~-5~~)_4 ~l}.~E_e_J~~-s ... :t}~~-~~!1.~~ 
mum value for reliable transmis$ion. In this case,from experimen-
tal values( Y*= 3 . 

The average error probability is thus given by 

l?l!.(Y): soo P(Y)· 1?l:>(Y). JY 
l'4( ' 

Substituting (1) and (2) into (3) gives fo~ 

where 

This integration requi~es the evaluation of i¿tegrals by parts 
(see Appendix A), and then the final ~B~)is given by 

(4) 

4.2 Exponential fading model with bound conditions 

In this model, the "instantaneous" signal-to-noise power ra
tio at a sampling instant will have a probability density function 
given by (~ · * 

p .. (Y) :;, 1 E L [ "(- '(j. ] 
• '(o- "'<t "'r' Yo-'ft" 

r~ (Y) = 
(5) 

o 

with bound condit~ons 

Yo'= ~~ \~ r~(Y).cJY= f.\; anJ. J: Pi(\).dY= 1. 
J~. . ~ . 

where F is the -limiting parameter of the "depth fading" in the 
radio transmission channel, and the values to consider are limited 
to 30 or 40 dB. With this mod~l is po~sible to consider unlikely 
isolated fades. ' · 

The average probability of error is obtained averaging ~~(~) 
over the interval (Y.i*,oo), where '-(~= Yo/F . Two cases are considered 
F=lOOO and F=lOOOO (30 dB and 40 dB, respectively). 

Thus 
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This integration by parts(see Appendix A) yields a result ~iven by 

P~,('f) • i ( bfc-J~ -1- t+/n/] 

1 í bf ~·. [(1. + ~ ~)-~" t{c 
Ji l 'Co \1 Yo '(¡ 

-
These formulas, "Pll('() and 'Pí!:>l (\J , were calculated for diferents mean 
values with a nesting procedure using Chebyshev polynomials for 
numerical values of Erfc(x) over computer(see Appendix B). 

5.Conclusions 

The fading environment and its influence on the performance 
. of binary CPFSK-0. 5 has been analyzed. 

The performance of CPFSK-0.5 was obtained by equations (4) 
· and(6). Ideal filtering and matched filter detection was assumed. 

The curves of performance for CPFSK-0.5 with no diversity, 
binary coherent FSK with first and second-order frequency diver
sity, and CPFSK-0.5 in continuous fading are plotted in Fig.l,res
pectively 

These curves are computed for thirty-one different values 
of average error probability from 10 dB to 40 dB. 

From this analysis, the main source of degradation is the con 
tinuous fadin•J. An ideal system operating for reliable transmi
ssion compares favorably with second-order diversity. In the pre
diction with exponential fading model the average error rate is 
.the better. This fact can be utilized to introduce another system 
CPFSK-0.5 when communication falls. 

6.Appendix A 

Evaluation of integrals 

The integral in (3) can be evaluated by integration by parts. 

:--.~1>~(~)-:~;:~:~:~- t4(~1YtE~{cjr+-.E~\c-fi?J = l?F (Yo)+ ""PG (loJ 
In this appendix, we •evaluate only "P(Y~ecause the methodology is 
the same for 1?G('t'o) 'F 

1\ (Yo)= J: -ijzY~ • tl'f (- Y/vo) • t:.~fcf( • J \ 
'I'hen 
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Figure l. BIT ERROR RATE VS. MEAN VALUE oF"Y" 

Integrating by parts, the first part is trivial.The second is 

Í co .J_ . Ex [- ( 'Y )l d = (__]!__ )·Af.71 f- ~ )A/~ \ A ( ) \l 
J:,.¡?' f Y+ lo~ \. -1.~ 'i(y

0 
- \i+t'Yo • r l]: J ~ -1.+ \olj 

where r is the incomplete gamma function [7] , and is possible in 
this case ( 6] to wri te T [ l 1 3(ti.¡. ~o)] =F . E-J:~ ~~ ( 1.+ ~o) 
Menee -3 ( 31) o. S ~C- /,__( --!-) 

1?F (Yo)= i. 5 x jo • txp -7. - 4 )J.h_ ·E\'- ::, -1.+~ 
which is obtained by computer for each Yo. (1.+ vYo 

7.Appendix B 

A nestíng procedure for the computation 
of expansions in series of Chebyshev 

An alternative method for the computation of Erfc(x) and Erf(x) 
is to use expansions in series of Chebyshev polynomials 
Then, we can write M•~ 

E~tC')()=i'rr·L a.M.~.2n+&.(Xf3) {n X<3 

e: Lr,)=~ .~ T r?l/) hp(-x-V) rlrl: '><~"3 
¡;. "1:-te- (K \[if ¿;.,_. C n ., a, n. \, 7X • ~ X "\" 1 

., 

These series can be trun~ated by following a Clenshaw procedure ~1 
for the computation by el~ctronic computer. 
Here is used the recurrence formula 

TV\. (x) = Q¡ TJGt). T rl-:iC')() -~\'\-.zlx) 
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whereTn~ks the notation adopted for the Chebyshev polynomials, and 
the Chebyshev coefficients a and e· are given from n=O to n=23 
with 16 decimal figures. n n 
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